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ATT/PART- A
sare wiz wep, Aten, ra gat Ser a Ay
toe ara ww alee nz War ara ti afe

weer wep fier are tae or are at, ater

darren
ara a aS ay ae SP she ae
eer aray Sahar es oh, aa Ree a aT
weta?

An open rectangular box is made by
excluding the four identical corners ofa pi
of paper as shown in the diagram and folding
italong the dotted fines
10cm
10 cm|

40cm

1. wre a oft ft wate AH oa

weet, Seer & are fier, ara tT

Sora

ATS

3. dia, aay} arr weet ste Seer

ate un Sear on eat ®

4. ug aies aria

OF four agents Alpha, Bett, Gamma and
Delta, three have to be sent together on a
mission. If Alpha and Beta cannot go
together, Reta and Gamma cannot go together
and Gamme and Delta eannot go together,
then which of the following hotds?
1, Any three agents can be sent,
2. Alpha, Delta and any one out of Reta
and Gamma can be sent,
3, Beta, Gamma-and any-one out of Alpha
and Delta.can be sent.
4. The mission is impossibie.

wer ar araarare ert Pra afi er
saat aedeny shit vt are woe Frere ate fe
fagere dar oe rg SP ate EE TAT ST

ayaa zee antares (em
10cm}

3. 4000.

4. 6000

Prev at a sat adt afer sta at 2?

250, 349, 430, 520
ie

238
AS

3, 4a

Which of the following is the largest?
238, ase
ie
3a

2.3%
4, 5

mop dec et arte Pa te re sear 2)

ara 3 Prt af atx serrate erfrat oe
a8 8 ome soot ar ate Fara at efi

£

&

adem

40cm ——

3CH

‘The capacity ofthe box (in em) is
1, 8000
2. 1000

3

10cm

1, 8000
3. 4000,

———— eg ———

2. 1000
4. 6000

&

a2
0,0

ergy spent

aia aor ora ftv sat ar orga oa FA
x afteeae
at wet
1, aware afar &
2, awa
ar TRS

3. um fig 3 art aret eat tar set ae
reidee
4, ae rere Fae

The

A monkey climbs a tree to eat fruits,

4.

2 Energy gained

‘amount of energy gained from, eating fruits
energy spent in) climbing on
andthe
different branches have @ relationship shown
‘nthe figure.

10

30° Tat aay FIT ZAOB = 220°,

Energy spent

The fatio of eneray gained to energy spent
will be the maximum
1. ata point where the slope of the eurve is
the maximum
2. at a point where the slope of the curve is”

tunity
3. at a point on the eurve where the tangent
passes through the origin
4, at the highest point on the curve

Swe

6. fim qa #, 0 tHE, cPAO = 40", cPBQ =

wa 2agn aT
1. 70°
3. 60°
6

2. 80°
4. 110°

In the given circle, © is the centre, ZPAO =

40°, 2PBQ = 30° and outer angle
2AOB

= 220°.
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1. Brac
3. BaD

2. AmarC
4A. CRD

5. ‘The length of w cylinder is measured 10 times,
yielding 10. distinet values, For this set of
values, consider the following statements.
A, Five of these valies will lie above the
mean and five below
B. Five of these values will lie above the
median and fiye below it
. At least one valite will lie above the mean
D. At least one value will lie at the median
Which of the statements are necessarily
correct?
2, Aand
1, Band €
4. A.CandD
3. Band D
3H

‘Then 2AQH is
1. 70°
3. 60°

2 ao”
4, 110°

To mee A ee wagemT fet THES
G,
a—

—s

cant dara a etre A FB aeaT ai aI

G,

aay G, aera th Prifiegwee Re ea
et

aq

mF har Ge as ea

G, A
ana
& ahs T
10%
uif

a Ba area

1. 10%
3. 28%

20%, TAT

Ht maaart

2. 20%
4, 30%

A,

7. A-canal system is shown ii the figure

Point 4 on a wheel of radius r touches the
horizontal plane at point P. 1 rolls without

slipping, tll point 4 is at the highest position
in the first turn. Wit

is the

final distance AP?

—

Water flows from A to B through two
channels. Gates Gy and Gy are operated
independently 0 regulate the flow.
Probability oF G, to be open is 10% while that
Of G; is 20%. The probabitity that water will
flow from
A to Bis
1, 10%
2. 20%
4. 30%,
3. 28%
8. Were care arin Sit ee at fh a eat
ater ara 2) tate ae Tat att art 2,
Ue sare Hate ant art enna At dare

P

initiat
12r

2 fe)

3. rm)

4 af)
10. use tary aiaeer F steep aver aft

ear if areas tyr ae ata 81 aaa Ber
7m Ferny strate at an fran ee ees aw GATT

Bran fh ea eee ae eT

Rat sree af erte mn arg ft are a

Hert
ax omoft
1
3. mt

2 20
4. Ont

8. A lony-ream of paper of thickness ¢ is rolled
tightly. As the roll becomes larger, the length
Of the paper wrapped in one turn exceeds the
Jength in the previous tum by
Let
2. 2p
3. mt
4, nt
9.

final

10,

lin a bileterial cell, a protein is synthesized at
random location in the eytoplasm. The protein
has {0 reach one pole of the cell for its
‘appropriate function. The protein reaches the
pole by
1. chemical ittraction
2. random movement
3, enzymatic action
4, attraction between opposite chirges
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1.0
*
3. 70

final

2, 30
4.90

A precious stone breaks into tour pieces
having weights im the proportion 1:2:3:4.
yalue of such @ stone ix proportional to the
square of its weight, What is the percent loss
in the value incurred due to breaking?
0
230
3.70
490

1. Average (1.2:

12, We are are BH aT Shee HHT: 6 TAT 8

Average
2. Average
Average:
‘Average
Avarage
AL Average
Average

fact roar eee Bie 8 Pe af
at av a fara Pre ate Teeth are

aig

area cane Fre?

2.24
4. 60

1.8
3.32

12, Two runners starting together 8 un minuton es,a
circular path taking 6 and
respectively, to complete one round. How
the
‘many minites later do they mect again for ant
const
ing
assum
fine,
first time on the start
speeds?
18
3.32

are ih
14. The nine numbers xy zrX9ge 0%,
strictly
ascending order, Their avera m isnumbe
rs.
eight
first
the
ll
thanva
r
sreate
true?
is
wing
follo
the
of
Which
1. Average (4,22 1. 9:7m)> mand Average
>
G3,%5,-~-%5)
Average (4, Xp «X9.) <m and Average
(ep ar ¥9) <M
3. Average (x3,22 --X9)m) = mand Average
(ary. ~-X5)>™
(xy e x2..-%q¢m) <i and Average
4. Averag

2; 28
4, 60

pr PTT
13, fren htat greracerr area Afra

free arent ware 2

eat | Bravery eat

a
B
c
D

(3.40%) = MN

on
04
03
02

18, Saat & ata ay Bra afearel, arava, avrg
zat s2?
art ay afatfatie

spar 8 Rent ft ager dove eT eT
@
24
1.2
4,10
3.8
13, ‘The distribution of grades seoured by students
in a class is given in the table below.
Fraction of the
population
Ot
o4

‘What is the least possible population of the
class?
2
3.8

14, FY FT

24
4.10
xxx
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15; Which among the following diagrams
tepresents women, mothers, human beings?

© &
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16. A boy and a girl make the following
statements, of which at most one is corr
‘The one in a white shirt says: “1 am a i
(Statement-1)
‘The one in a blue shirt says: “Tam a boy?
(statement-11)
Which ‘of the ‘following is the correct
inference?
1, Statement-l is correct but statement-ll is
incorrect
2. Statement-11 is correct but statement-l is
incorrect
3. Both the statements | and 11 are incorrect
4, The correctness
of the statements and
Hl cannot be ascertained,

17, fra Fer if frat septs

1a?
3.19,

5 12

2 18
4, 20

tore,

ata

lt ae

ey

ta cet f ver er fran ft art a

vat fan, at drat Home gt oe ar aT

orm aft
1
3. 36

2 12
4. 55

12 balls, 3 each of the colours red, green, blue
and yellow are put in a box and mixed. 13
balls are picked at random, without replacement, the probability that all 3 balls are of the
same colour is
2 Afi

©

14

3.136

4.1185
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4. area BT AT any et ere ag a
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). Some aliens observe that roosters call before

2.18
4. 20

17, How many quiadriliterals does the following
figure have?
3-CH

rary

LN
3.19

sunrise every day. Having no other
information abut roosters and sunrises,
which of the following inferences would
NOT
be valia?
1. Rooster-call and sunrise! may be
‘independent cyclic events with the ime
periodicity.
2. Both may be triggeréd by a eammon
auc
3. Rooster-call may be causing the sunrise
. Sunrise cannot be the cause of rooster
call as the rooster-call precedes sunrise

1. the outward movement of Na’ only.
2. inward movement of K’ only.
3. both the inward and outward movement of
K’ and Na’.
4. has no effet on pump activity but affects
its stability,

20, eae 5,8 way 12 ech call ar saat TE

Zora qt oeits free aft et 3 ar ATT
aiear 31 sap fry er A er Pith ae

pre arco agree ties eT

L3
3.5

vi 7

20. Twenty-one litres of water in 2 tank is to be
divided into three equal pars using only 5, 8
and 12 litre capacity cans. The minimum
number of transfers needed to achieve this is

23. aig aa ita H arrecrers ate srs Pera

saat mr vere fate
era
1. fait fata are

2. Setrerg art

24
4,7

13
3.5

STT/PART- B
21, rarest

aoe e

4, phattgaeserr

Acaafen art

23. ‘Phe site of the division plane during

cytokinesis of animal cells is determined
1. by position of nucleus.
2: by the-central spindic.
3. by the pre-prophase band,
4, randomly.

fitres gan sem Hepat Fey oe

1, Rayne 6a

2, rage ere
3. a

6a
4. aety ate ET

21. The first step in glycogen breakdown releases
glucose units as

1. glucose 6-phosphate

2. glucose I-phosphine
3. glucose
4, glucose and glucose 6-phosphate

22, Na‘/K" ATPase rer atten ay tea AT
treet
Si te y
yee atrna
Sfrate
meg teattnen eH center eT
smnfter net &

Lat

wer at
Na’ hated

2. Werk! Heat vas aT

3. KO SRE Nal ate steel mera
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4, she Frareftecar re te ware et aT TT
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22, The Na‘/K’ ATPase pump is found on the
plasma membrane of most animal cells. A.
mutation in the intrinsic phosphorylation site
of the pump is most likely to affect

24.
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1, Sftdt,
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3. waRT

24. To prepare: individual tissue cells from &

primary culture, the cell-cell and cefl-matrix
interaction must be broken, To aebieve this,

‘one would NOT use:
1, EDTA

3, Collagenase

25,

&

4,

‘Teypsin
Soptrase

Pern eattrininr ayer eae
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25. Which one'of the following statements is
NOT true about nucleosomal organization of
core particle?
1. The typical structure of DNA is altered in
the middle of the core particle,
2. In core particle, DNA is organized as flat
super heli with 1.65 turns around the
histone octamer.
3. While forming 30 nm fibers, eencrally 6
nucleosomes per tum organize into 3 twostart helix .
4. ‘The N-terminal histone tails in a core
particle are strictly ordered and exit from
the nucleosomes between turns of the
DNA.
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26, During replication, RNaseH removes all of
the RNA primer exeept the ribonucleotide
dirgetly linked to the DNA end. This is
because
1. itean degrade RNA und DNA from their
3° end.
2. ican anly cleave bonds between two,
ribonucleotides,
3. ikean degrade RNA and DNA from their
3 end.
4. activity of RNaseH! is inhibited by the
presence of duplex containing both strands
as DNA,
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21, Which one of the starements on protein

conformation, detailed below is

INCORRECT?
1, L-amino acids can oceur in Type I°

‘wums where 4, are both positive,
A peptide rich in-profine is unlikely 10
adopt e-helical structure.
Proline residues have high propensity
to occur in f-turns,

4. Thedihedral angles 6, y of amino acids

in unfolded proteins are exclusively

28,
rare etcirabor agree BH
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28. Choose the INCORRECT statement from

the following statements made for an enzymie=
‘catalyzed reaction
1, ‘The finetie properties of allosteric enzymes:
do not diverge from Michaelis-Menten
behaviour.
2. In feedback inhibition, the product of a

pathway inhibits an enzyme of the pathway.

3. An antibody that binds tightly to the analog
of the transition state intermediate
of the
reaction SP. would promote formation of
P whett the analog is added to the reaction.
4. An enzyme with Keat = 1.4 «10° s* and,
M bas
Kini = 910"

the
to :
ity close

diffusion controlled tinit,

10

vrs feo

29, gre trem sey Pp

rftr
A ate T
C 20% an
mata 2 fe avecmee,
1, 20%
3. 530%

2. 30%
4. 60%

29, On sequence analysis of a double stranded
DNA, the results showed the content af
cytosine, © was 20%. What is the amount of
A and T put together?
1, 20%
2,°30%
3, 50%
A. 60%

aaittiten mune: wmraftr ar 2 wets
sear fare
net fi Soares evap art
4 featating
a arnt are ne meer?
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4. ag rears
dow aererE area
Wt ara gare Bt

Eukaryotic mRNAs are modified to possess
3° cap structure, Which one of the following
is an INCORRECT statement about the
function of the 5° exp structure?
1. Itprotects the mRNA from 5°37
exoribonuciease attack.
2. It facilitates splicing of the nascent
transcripts.
3,, It protects the transcript from degradation
by RNAse III family enzymes.
4. It ficititates attachment to 40S subunit of
ribosome,
St. era stare cen ate oe safe
‘areara witverr #7 etter wt

1, aerate
3. Samer

ara?
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4, Raaafer

31. Which one of the following does NOT belong
10 human antimicrobial proteins ant peptides
at epithelial surfaces forming part of inniate

immunity?
1. Lactofertin
Calproteetin

3GH

2. Defensin
4. Vimentin

3 ERT
3. Which one of the following best describes

death-upon-detachment?
1. Necroptosis
3, Extravasation

33.

2. Anoikis
4, Metastasis.

om Sree reat oe gait at aa aT
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r
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33. Fruit bats are known to harbour and spread
several viruses that can infect other animals
cand humans. Which one of the following.
yiruses is NOTT reported to spread by fruit
bats?
2. Nipah
1. Ebola
4 Hv
3. SARS.
aM Sree i ata eels eres zay att

wfshier #, Prafaties a 4 frre dha
aptreared sar ear tae 2 aes eT Fy

1 are

3. dettemp

2 arr

4aterefer

In a type 1 hypersensitivity-mediated
asthmatic response, which one of the
following is thought to contribute
significantly to the prolonged bronchospasm
‘and build-up of miicous seen in asthmatics?
(. Thromboxane
2. Leukotriene
3. TGR

4. Chondroitin

are aire ea, Reger trometer

ate gy wt Prartta BR anh ate COE) oT

35. In a human cell tine, a larwe fraction of
double-strand DNA’ breaks are repaired. by
malogous end joining (NHEN). An
inhibitor of FLAP endonuclease will affect
1, recruitment of DNA-dependent kinase.
2. gap trimming,
3. DNA unwinding.

of micro
4. pairin
g

3. Deformitiesin stylopods.
4. No femur ot patella formation,
38. farafitfira # ata tet fatten

ator?

1, sete eth yew
ara

2.

jomology regions.
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36, Sugar puckeringin double stranded nucleic
acids is exclusively.
1. €-2° endo in double stranded DNA
2. C3" endo in double stranded DNA
3. C2’ endo in double stranded RNA
4. C-3" endo in hybrid duptex with one
strand as DNA and the other as RNA
37. @itaaier sqte oem (eter aaa)

Faitineer

peg afer nes EP

2. Comtributes to cell wall rigidity’and

clasticity
3. Constituent of the ptiotosynthesis reaction:
contre
4. Maintenance of gol! turgor and electroneutrality
39.
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wherein the digits fuse,
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: ‘Transeription repression domains
3. Leucine-rich repeats
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37. Homeobox transcription factors (lox
proteins), play important roles in-speci
whether particular mesenchymal cel
become stylopod, zeugopod or autopod,
Based on the expression’ patterns of these
‘genes, a model was proposed wherein these
Hox. genes: specify the identity of a limb
region. What would be the observed
plienotype for human homozygous for a
HOXDI3 mutation?
1. No zeugopod formation.
2. Abnormalities of the hands and feet
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38. Which one of the following describes the
function of silicon in plants?
1. Constituent of amino acids
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Out of several gibberellins identified in
plants, which one of the following is NOT
bioactive?
1, GA,
2GA,
3. Gas
4. Gy

2
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1. Cystic fibrosis transmembrane regulator
(CFTR)

wars, No

NH, are att often & ore Sear 21 Prater
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2. Sodium glucose transporter protein 1
(SGLTI)

3, Insulin receptor proteli (HRP)
4, Sucrase-isomaltase protein (SIP)
I. Nitrogenase, a complex. metal containing
enzyme is involved in conversion of Ns to
NEG, Which oie of the following metals is
NOT jnvolved in the activity
“of nitrs‘genase?
1. Molybdenuth (Mo)
2. tron (Fe)
3. Vanadium (V)
4, Cobalt (Co)
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1m certain plants, the mechanism where timing
‘otanther dehiscence and stigina receptivity
alo not eaincide to void self-pollination is
called
1. dichogamy:

3. monoeey

2, herkogamy
4, dioeey
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Dopamine
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‘A patient comes to the hospital complaining
vomiting and diarrhoea. The doctor
suggested that the patient take glucose and
electrolyte solution orally, Which one of
following membrane proteins is likely to be

of

involved in rehydrating the patient?
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Which onc of the following agents cause

‘relaxation of mesangial celis?
1. Histamine
2, Thrombaxane A
3. Norepinephrine
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In Xenopus embryos, P-eatenin plays an
important role in’ the Dorsal/Ventral axis
development, What would you expect if the
endogenous glycoxen synthase Kinase 3
(GSK3) is knocked out by a dominantnegative form of GSK3 in the ventral cells of
the early embryo?
1. Blocking
of GSK3 on the ventral side has
no effect. A normal embryo will form,
2, ‘The resulting embryo will only have
ventral sides.
3. A second axis will form,
4. ‘The dorsal fate is suppressed.

